Utterly Gutterly
With Julie Brown, director of Sheffield’s Seamless Gutter Company

ALUMINIUM

seamless
guttering

Old, leaky guttering is
unsightly and can cause
serious damage to your
home if it is not
replaced. Aluminium
seamless gutters will not
rot like wood, or leak
and discolour like plastic
- as Robert and Pippa
Proctor discovered

T

wo years ago we fitted aluminium guttering
for Robert and Pippa Proctor at their home
in Handsworth.
When they recently moved to Dronfield they
took one look at their new property’s leaky
guttering and gave us a ring. Robert and Pippa are
proof that once you’ve experienced the benefits of
aluminium guttering you will want it wherever you
live.
Says Pippa: “We were impressed with the
Seamless Gutter Company’s work on our previous
house, so it made sense to ring them when we
moved to Dronfield. We discovered that wooden
fascias and soffits on the new house were rotting,
and the gutters and downpipes were made
from asbestos.”
She and Robert asked us to fit seamless
aluminium guttering, and replace the fascias, soffits
and down pipes with maintenance free PVC.
Of course, when dealing with hazardous materials
such as asbestos we ensure it is disposed of in the
correct manner.
“The Seamless Gutter Company were brilliant
yet again,” says Pippa. “They did a great job, were
punctual, clean and tidy. Our house looks great, and
we don’t have to worry about painting gutters and
woodwork in the future.”
Seamless aluminium gutters are light, and more
durable than other forms of guttering. Cast iron is
prone to rusting and cracking, wooden guttering rots
if not treated properly, and needs regular
maintenance/painting.
Plastic guttering is relatively cheap and
effective, but if not fitted properly it will leak if
the joints creep open and the colour is likely

to fade.
Our aluminium gutters are made to measure on
site, using a machine housed in the back of one of
our vans. The long, continuous gutter runs are
strong and visually appealing because we use
internal fixing brackets. Seamless aluminium gutters
are five inches wide, as opposed to the four-inch
width of the plastic varieties so can carry much
more rainwater plus. In addition to this our gutters
are made from fully recyclable aluminium, which
makes them environmentally friendly
The gutters are available in a range of prepainted
colours. The only attention they need is an
occasional clear-out of leaves and debris.
The Seamless Gutter Company is a family
business, writes director Julie Brown My
husband Glen leads our installation team. He has
over 15 years’ experience fitting guttering.
Our continuous aluminium gutter system is
approved by the British Board of Agrément, and
has a life expectancy of at least 30 years.
Please call us for a no-obligation quotation and
product demonstration.

OUR ROOFING DIVISION
Seamless Gutters specialised roofing team can undertake all aspects of
roofing from minor repairs and weather damage through to a full reroof. Please contact us to discuss your requirements

FREEPHONE 0800 3777 660

NO LEAKS, NO RUST, NO PAINTING - NO PROBLEM!

